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Digital Health

Is there an app for reinventing
the health system?
Remember when IT
was a differentiator
among health systems? So last century. Digital health is today’s
differentiator—yes, between competitors, but
ultimately between survivors and failures.
Digital health is many things to many people,
but all agree it is the sine qua non of population health and value-based care.

Introduction

Let’s distill digital health to its essence:
digital communication that enables instant,
ubiquitous and secure connection—voice,
video, text—over mobile and other devices
spanning individuals and populations with
equal ease. Like other industries before it,
digital communication is disrupting not only
the way we deliver care but how we manage
health and wellness for the entire population.
That’s why the term digital health may
supplant population health as the descriptor
for future delivery models.
How do people define digital health? SI
member health systems interviewed for this IE
offer a medley: Sentara Health’s digital-health
focus mixes IT and managed care. Spectrum
Health’s is on consumer engagement.
Intermountain Healthcare is all about the
patient experience. To help us better frame
what digital health is today, we also talked to
SI Corporate Sponsors Optum and Deloitte.
One point is crystal clear: Digital health is not
about apps—it’s about understanding the
customer. That ‘app’ remains a work in progress.
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The face of digital health

Digital health is more about consumerism
than technology—consumers have become
the face of digital health.
A torrent of forces is driving this
transformational change: convergence of
payor and provider roles, new competitive
forces offering alternatives to conventional
care and consumer-experience-focused
companies like Amazon and Uber entering
healthcare.

Zac Stillerman, National Managing
Director, Optum Advisory Services
“We’ve seen overwhelming change in response
to increasing engagement by healthcare
consumers,” says Zac Stillerman, national
managing director, Optum Advisory Services.
“We’re in a fundamentally different time than
even the past five years. Consumers have a lot
more skin in the game,” he says, noting the
percent of Americans with high deductibles
has jumped in recent years and—because
they’re spending more of their own money on
healthcare—they’ve become more selective in
choosing providers.
“When we talk about consumers,” says Becca
Lococo, PhD, VP at Optum, “we tend to think
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3. Digital health—engage patients &
consumers in their own health.

of millennials and the shiny apps they use.
The critical factor, however, is whether a
consumer is activated. You can’t generalize a
demographic anymore as, ‘She is 32 and living
in New York,’ and expect to understand that
consumer’s behaviors. Activating consumers is
a fundamental strategy for growth and patient
engagement that will differentiate successful
providers from unsuccessful ones.”

“Any consumer and digital strategy should
be founded in data,” Dr. Lococo says. A case
example: A large West Coast health system
wants to grow its urgent care centers.
Data shows, however, that although the
organization has a desirable 75-percent loyalty
rate, consumers can’t find information about
their services online. “We’re helping them
focus on Facebook, Google and other digital
tools to let consumers know what they offer
as well as to better determine what value they
can offer consumers,” Dr. Lococo says.
Here’s how it would play out: A weekend
warrior, a skier with a risk of falling, could
call up Yelp on her smartphone with a list
of nearby urgent-care centers. The health
system’s message would appear: “We’re
here with board-certified physicians, open
24X7, there’s no wait time and here are
directions.”

Becca Lococo, PhD, VP, Optum
Dr. Lococo defines digital health as the
intersection of technology with health that
enhances delivery, personalizes medicine
and engages patients in their own health and
wellbeing.

Done right, digital health does not mean
spending more.

Data is foundational

Digital health is a subset of a larger provider
strategy to identify how to meet consumer
health needs:

“As a provider you can use the same marketing
investment you’ve traditionally used, but it’s
much more focused, personalized messaging
versus the old one-size-fits-all approach,”
she says. Data objectively informs where you
should focus and how well you’re performing
on your initiatives, validating and redirecting
what you think you know.

1. Digital marketing—attract patients/
consumers;
2. Digital experience—enhance the
consumer experience; drive loyalty &
likelihood of returning to health system;
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Upending easy assumptions

“Health systems have an incredible opportunity to optimize all the hard work they’re
already doing by creating a more targeted
and data-driven approach to meeting customers where they are. Personalized medicine doesn’t just mean clinical—it means
incorporating all the factors they consider
important: clinical, operational and financial,”
Dr. Lococo says.

The first step: Know your customer, including
segmenting the population in your market.
“We often oversimplify and assume that the
32-year-old in New York wants convenience.
But that person may be a cancer survivor who
values a particular provider so much she is
willing to drive an hour to see them. Similarly,
a 67-year-old mother may start researching
online a list of virtual providers. Knowing your
customer and segmenting your populations
is critical to developing accurate personal
profiles,” Dr. Lococo says.

Under digital health, population health and
customer relationship management ( CRM)
are interrelated.

Meet consumers where they are

Providers must pursue new strategies to stay competitive
40%

986 million

Of patients would switch
providers for online access1

Appointments will be selfscheduled by patients by 20192

Consumers have a long
convenience wish list

Hardwired consumer habits underscore
imperative to “meet them where they are”

• Extended office hours, multiple
locations, walk-in availability

70%

Of internet users looked for health
information online in the past year3

80%

Start their researching with a
search engine3

77%

Click on one of the top three
search engine results4

• One-stop shop for PCP visits, lab
work, and pharma
• Easy to find a convenient, high quality
provider

• Valuable, easy to access health
information that is timely, credible

1.1.Rodriguez.,
Ashely.
BecomeIndustry's
the Health-Care
Industry's
RxAge
forDigital,
Revenue."
Age Digital, 16 Sept. 2014.
Rodriguez., Ashely.
"Why"Why
Digital Digital
MarketingMarketing
Has Become Has
the Health-Care
Rx for Revenue."
Advertising
16 Sept.Advertising
2014.
Accenture survey,
2015.2015.
2.2. Accenture
survey,
3. Fox, Susannah, and Maeve Duggan. "The Diagnosis Difference." Pew Research Center: Internet, Science & Tech. Pew Research, 25 Nov. 2013.
3. Fox, Susannah, and Maeve Duggan. "The Diagnosis Difference." Pew Research Center: Internet, Science & Tech. Pew Research, 25 Nov. 2013.
4. Miller, Miranda. "53% of Organic Search Clicks Go to First Link [Study]." Search Engine Watch, 10 Oct. 2012.
4. Miller, Miranda. "53% of Organic Search Clicks Go to First Link [Study]." Search Engine Watch, 10 Oct. 2012.

Confidential property of Optum. Do not distribute or reproduce without express permission from Optum.
@2018 Optum. All Rights Reserved.

Check out the 2018 SI Teleconference “Using a Consumer-centric Strategy to Grow and Achieve ROI at
Centura” at https://www.scottsdaleinstitute.org/teleconferences/2018.asp (SI member login required)

By knowing your customer—what they value,
what their priorities are and how they like to
communicate—you unlock the potential for
real value.

“We know 80 percent of consumers are not
loyal to a provider; they’ve visited more than
one health system in the last five years. The
health systems with the ability to engage
consumers are going to be the winners in this
new era,” says Dr. Lococo.
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Competencies needed to capture organic growth
Loyalty is a misnomer

1

2

4

Activate the
population

Acquire for target
encounter

Retain through
care episode

Reacquire for next
encounter

• Prioritize preventative
care

• Acquire right mix of
assets

• Ensure strong innetwork referral chain

• Maintain tight
relationships

• Establish educational
footprint

• Establish high-value
physician network

• Maintain effective
physician liaisons

Physician
strategies

Consumer
strategies

3

• Secure inclusion in
payer networks
• Strong brand
marketing

• Ensure strong access
options

• Appropriate
awareness campaigns

• Offer competitive
pricing

• Provide a high-quality
experience

• Retarget and market
effectively

• Market effectively
Longitudinal focus
Marketing

Confidential property of Optum. Do not distribute or reproduce without express permission from Optum.
@2018 Optum. All Rights Reserved.
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Sentara Health’s digital
transformation journey

A little over a year ago, Mike Reagin recalls
watching digital transformation commercials
and pondering how they could be relevant
to healthcare. In subsequent conversations
with Sentara Healthcare President and CEO,
Howard Kern, “we realized that in order to
compete with retail giants like Amazon and
Walgreen’s entering the patient care market,
we would need to make serious advances in
our digital landscape,” said Reagin.

Mike Reagin, SVP and CIO,
Sentara Healthcare
health systems were in the digital space. “We
needed to engage several partners with niche
areas of digital expertise to begin our journey,”
says Reagin.
Reagin’s team first studied demographic
data. From 2013 to 2016, the proportion of
people using mobile-health apps jumped
to 61 percent from just 16 percent. Today, 40
percent of Sentara employees have a mobilehealth app on their phone. “It became clear
we had a huge opportunity to better serve our
customers,” Reagin says.

Today, as Senior Vice President and Chief
Information Officer (CIO) of Sentara Healthcare,
a not-for-profit integrated healthcare system
with 12 hospitals, a 500,000-member health
plan and 28,000+ employees throughout
Virginia and North Carolina, Reagin is leading
a digital transformation journey that will
change how the organization delivers care.
With a designated team assembled, he
quickly realized how unprepared leading

One forecast predicted more than 60 percent
of patients will manage their own care using

4

Industry
IndustryPerspective
Perspective
Top
TopIssues
Issuesofof2017
2017

Problems Customers
Problems
Customers
are Facing
are Facing

Demographics and Usability
Demographics and Usability

Mobile, Accessibility,
Mobile,
Accessibility,
Connectivity
Connectivity

Mobile Health App Adoption
Mobile Health App Adoption

58%

Return to the data

digital health by 2020—a startling number in
the context of security concerns. “We realized
digital health is becoming a lasting trend
that will affect all aspects of our business, and
therefore, it needs to be something people
trust,” observes Reagin.

16 16

The Sentara team engaged neighbor Old
Dominion University to help research a
simple question: What makes people want
to use a mobile strategy for their health? The
research involved studying successful Fortune
500 firms like Nationwide Insurance and
Walgreen’s. What they found was surprising.

Many channels to choose

Sentara leadership also recognized that
success would require many access points
or “omnichannels” demanding thoughtful,
coordinated management.

“We did not understand the intersection of
key usability principles and key emotional
values,” says Reagin. “Usability principles are
about having the same experience regardless
of device. Regarding design, we learned it’s
best to keep it simple and intuitive, and offer
a real-time experience by mimicking the apps
navigation consumers are comfortable using
every day.”

Using outside partners, Sentara launched
several patient-engagement initiatives:
gamification, wearables integration and ROIrelated projects like virtual visits and open
APIs [Application Programming Interfaces—
standardized tools that allow software
programs to talk to each other] to create a
Sentara hub. However, Reagin and his team
realized they needed to reengage consumers
using focused marketing outreach. Still, even
the sophisticated vision of a “Connected Care”
program proved insufficient.

The emotional factors were revelatory. “People
download apps because there is an emotional
connection. Even if they don’t use them,
they may get the feeling they are doing the
right thing socially or maybe there’s another
driver. Apps that do not create an emotional
connection get deleted,” he says.

5

Key Usability Influences
Key Usability Influences

patient fewer than eight hours a year. “How
24
are we going to have a relationship
with
patients when we spend such a short time
24
with them? This is a new opportunity
to
engage them when they are well,” he says.

Nationwide Insurance, for example, tested
two customer apps and found one featuring
a car with a happy face generated 30 percent
more traffic than one with just a car. “We had
to rethink digital engagement of patients in
light of the emotional values that cause them
to gravitate to us,” says Reagin. “Every visitor
to a Sentara emergency room receives a card
in the mail signed by staff saying, ‘Thank you
for visiting Sentara’s emergency department.’
H ow d o we r e p l i ca t e t h a t e m o t i o n a l
connection through an app?”

If usability offered the path to engagement,
it also raised the “buy, build or integrate”
question.
“That was the secret sauce,” Reagin says.
“We cannot buy an app with customers
attached, so we are building ever ything
f r o m s c ra t c h . O u r t e a m s e l e c t e d t h e
integration option, realizing if we can own
our customer experience and platform, we
could bring in partners to drive our branding
objective.”

Key Emotional Values
Key Emotional Values

And go back again

That digital transformation requires building
a robust IT architecture with an API layer
across all disparate data sources from desktop
computers to mobile devices. Reagin’s
“API economy” allows Sentara to maintain
its overall brand while leveraging outside
partners’ expertise for data services. Once
again, research identified retail models such
as Home Depot, which partnered with firm
Aisle411 for a mobile app that would enable
customers to smoothly navigate through
stores.

25
25

While emotion engages, data directs.
Research found Sentara engaged a typical
6

A Digital Sentara

“The healthcare industry is lagging when
considering a customer’s retail experience.
It used to be that quality of patient care
was the sole deciding factor of satisfaction.
With the popularity of consumer ratings
sites such as Yelp and Google, patients now
additionally consider the customer service
that accompanies their care,” asserts Reagin.

first stair step is understanding and retaining
27
customers; the second stair step involves cross
selling and upselling. “In healthcare we offer
so many services customers aren’t really aware
of. For example, we might offer a post-surgical
patient cross-training services.” Stair step three
is attracting new customers and building new
products.

His team developed three “stair steps” to better
understand their customers and to both guide
and internally sell digital transformation. The

Sentara is looking for ward to launching
their new digital platform within the next 12
months.

MEET ME AT THE CROSSROADS
For Sentara, digital health is the intersection of customer relationship and IT.
“Knowing your customer,” says CIO Reagin, “begs the question, ‘How do you collect the right
information about your customer?’ To be able to perform that task you need a middle layer
of micro-services [the API layer]. We’ve built it out and made it 100 percent cloud-based,
which compelled us to invest heavily in cloud talent.”
IT architecture enables the vision of “One Presence for Sentara,” a consistent consumer
experience within the omnichannel digital environment.

7

Guiding Principles for Digital Modernization
Guiding Principles
Principles for
for Digital
Digital Modernization
Modernization
Guiding

ONLY TRUST THE CUSTOMER
Personalized experience means understanding the customer and tailoring experience to
the individual.
“We don’t let anyone in our organization design [a consumer] app,” says Sentara’s Reagin.
28
“One-hundred percent of the design must be based on customer experience. We prioritize
the voice of the customer.” Consumers participate onsite in app design by demonstrating,
for example, how they’d design their own scheduling apps. Sentara product managers 28
28
“own” the apps from a management perspective.
Building such an ecosystem to date has involved mapping more than 50 patient primary
journeys including, for example, hundreds of diabetics.

Approach to Digital Engagement

Approach to Digital Engagement
Approach to Digital Engagement
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Spectrum Health

care to mobile consumer engagement. The
direct-to-consumer telehealth program,
which incorporates an app for virtual visits
for low-acuity patients, also is integrating into
Spectrum’s primary care practice sites for
chronic disease management.

Grand Rapids, Mich.-based Spectrum Health,
with 12 hospitals, 3,600 physicians and
advanced practice providers and a nearly
1-million-member health plan serving west
Michigan and beyond, places the consumer
at the center of their digital strategy and
leverages digital health to enhance and
extend the way they care for patients. Like
Sentara, Spectrum Health’s digital health
effort has evolved over time from early
initiatives to a more cohesive strategy poised
to transform the way care is delivered.

It took five years of continual iteration of the
digital platform to expand functionality. “Now
we need to manage patients and consumers
when they’re not face-to-face with us,” he says.
“Today, we’re working to use digital health
not only for remote monitoring and chronic
disease management, but also for prevention
and wellness.”

Take an app and call me
in the morning

When it became clear the digital-health menu
for chronic disease and wellness management
was only going to expand, Spectrum Health
hired Leanne Mauriello, PhD, as director of
behavioral science & lifestyle management
to work closely with LaBine to identify and
implement digital-health tactics that would
drive behavior change and improved health.
“We’re licensing AppScript from IQVIA and
embedding the platform in our EHR so that
clinicians can ‘prescribe’ evidence-based digital
therapeutics and mobile apps,” she says.

Jay LaBine, MD, Associate Chief
Medical Officer, Spectrum Health
“In the past five years we’ve invested in and
evolved our digital strategy. We have focused
on it as a mechanism to enable a better
connection with patients and consumers;
it’s an engagement strategy,” says Jay
LaBine, MD, associate chief medical officer
for Spectrum Health. “Our digital assets
enable our clinical and system strategies.
An example is MyHealth, our patient portal
which is the cornerstone to getting people
access to their information in a convenient
mobile digital platform.”
MyHealth has evolved from a digital access
point to a multifunctional platform for
Spectrum Health patients and Priority
Health members. LaBine says the MyHealth
portal continually evolves: “We need some
functionality such as online scheduling and
access to lab results. And then, ‘Let’s create
the ability to rate your doctor and see the
comments of patients.’” Now, over 500,000
patients use MyHealth to engage digitally with
Spectrum Health in a variety of ways.

Leanne Mauriello, PhD, Director
of Behavioral Science & Lifestyle
Management, Spectrum Health
Engagement is a big part of this strategy. “If
we can connect with people in their everyday
lives, they’ll come to us not only when they’re
sick but also when they’re healthy—it’s a
loyalty strategy. We want to partner with our
community on their whole health journey. If
we can accomplish this and empower them
to make healthy change, we can manage
patients better, avoid clinical deterioration
and lower the cost of care,” says Mauriello.

LaBine oversees Spectrum Health’s robust,
direct-to-consumer telehealth platform
(MedNow). Telehealth services provide the
foundation for Spectrum’s goal of building an
all-encompassing, end-to-end virtual health
strategy that spans everything from acute

The classic digital-health example: In an early
pilot a couple of years ago, a small group
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of Spectrum Health diabetic patients were
given a diabetes-management app, Glooko,
along with a glucometer, FitBit, wireless scale
and access to a care manager—all to support
and empower better diabetes control and
improved health behaviors.

Moving beyond the Glooko pilot, Spectrum
Health partnered with IQVIA to develop
a digital-health therapeutics formulary to
license their AppScript platform. How do you
narrow down the 318,000 mobile apps on the
market? “The best-in-class ones clearly rise to
the top,” says Mauriello. “There are few that are
evidence-based, integrate data science and
behavior-change science, and have enough
investment funding to create a usable and
engaging design.”

Technology alone can only do so much,
Mauriello says. It’s the combination of
digital health and personalized support or
coaching that can empower patients to
make true, lasting change. The care manager
working with the patients in the Glooko pilot
monitored data from their glucometer, FitBit
and scale, and outreached to the patient
when data indicated concerns or significant
change. The solution improves care by
triggering a timely intervention but lowers the
cost of care by preventing a catastrophic event
and costly ED visit.

The Spectrum Health formulary will represent
best-in-class Spectrum Health preferred
m o b i l e a p p s , d i g i t a l - h e a l t h co a c h i n g
programs and wearables.
“Our internal clinical advisory council will
oversee the formulary and our partnership
with IQVIA will help us discern the clinical
efficacy of the apps using their robust scoring
system,” she says. “AppScript will be integrated
into Spectrum Health’s EMR and clinicians
will be able to ‘prescribe’ apps. The formulary
helps our clinicians by narrowing down the
huge mobile-app marketplace. Clinician
endorsement gives patients confidence
they’re using the best and most effective app
for their health needs.”

Patient touch points

“The Glooko pilot showed how much digital
health can enhance our touchpoints with
patients. The care manager had an average
of 16 touchpoints per patient, meaning virtual
visit, telephonic or electronic communication,
during the four month pilot. Patients felt a
sense of accountability. They articulated it as
they knew their ‘doctor was watching.’ That’s
powerful. It brings Spectrum Health and the
care we provide into the everyday lives of
patients,” she says.

Digital-health Top Five

Spectrum Health has identified five digitalhealth priorities: tobacco cessation, diabetes
prevention, behavioral health, health coaching

DATA-DRIVEN POPULATION-HEALTH MANAGEMENT
In addition to Behavioral Science & Lifestyle Management, Dr. LaBine leads several other
departments critical to Spectrum Health’s success at value-based care and populationhealth management. “We’re in the beginning stages as a delivery system in doing what our
health plan does well: one, risk-stratify people; two, identify the high-risk population; and
three, deploy interventions to manage those patients,” he says.
“We’re working to enhance our advanced analytics, risk-stratification models and
capability to proactively outreach and support patients. We do well with providing care
management and care coordination to the highest risk patients. Now we need to extend
that beyond the highest risk and include those who could benefit from other forms of
support such as health coaching. The combination of population-health capabilities and
digital-health offerings will allow us to offer a predictive, proactive, targeted and costeffective approach to support consumers across the care continuum. That is what we’re
striving toward,” says Dr. LaBine.

10

and nutrition. As the first initiative, clinicians
will begin prescribing to smokers Pro-Change’s
tobacco-cessation program. Prescribing the
digital coaching program will eventually
become a standard of care for Spectrum
Health for patients who smoke tobacco.

they see patients in ambulatory settings. “The
program is a cost-effective and consumerfriendly way to support patients who struggle
with tobacco,” says Mauriello. “It allows us to
do more than simply recommend patients
quit. It provides a concrete step for clinicians
and for patients. It’s one of many tactics we’re
employing to partner with consumers on their
health journey.”

S e v e ra l p ra c t i ce s , i n c l u d i n g v a s c u l a r
surgeons, are incorporating the “Pro-Change
prescription” into their clinical workflow as

FOOD AS MEDICINE PLUS DIGITAL:
A POWERFUL COMBINATION FOR BEHAVIOR CHANGE
Lifestyle medicine includes an exciting new area called culinary medicine.
“We’re partnering with a local community college and have assembled an inter-disciplinary
team of a physician, dietician and a chef to teach hands-on classes around food as medicine to
residents, clinicians, patients and community members,” says Spectrum Health’s Mauriello.
“We’ve received grants to build and test a culinary medicine program with underserved
and at-risk families and with congestive-heart-failure patients. To ensure the program
translates into lasting behavior change, we’re pairing the interactive kitchen sessions
with prescribed apps and virtual coaching from a Spectrum Health registered dietitian
(RD). We’re creating functionality within our MyHealth app to enable virtual ongoing
communication between patients, an RD health coach and peers from their kitchen cohort.
We expect the RD coaching will be invaluable to empowering patients to translate the
knowledge and skills they develop in the teaching kitchen into their home kitchen and
daily lives,” she says.
Exhibit
IQVIA AppScript
Score
Overview —–AAWay
to Measure
the Quality
Apps
IQVIA16:
AppScript
Score
Overview
Way
to Measure
theofQuality

of Apps

Rating Averages are Weighted to Create AppScript Scores
Professional

Endorsement

• AppScripts sent

• Number of endorsing institutions

• Professional ratings

• AppScript formulary inclusions

• Type of endorsing institution

Patient

Developer

• App store ratings

• Use of advanced development
techniques

• App store reviews

• Patient use metrics:
– AppScript ﬁll rate

• App update cadence

Functional

Clinical

• Comprehensive functional
assessment of an app’s ability to:
– Inform
– Guide
– Instruct
– Remind
– Record
– Message
– Display

• Number of studies

– AppScript retention rate

• Type of studies

• Outcomes of studies

Sources: IQVIA AppScript, Aug 2017

Source: “The Growing Value of Digital Health: Evidence and Impact on Human Health and the Healthcare
System,” IQVIA Institute for Human Data Science, November 2017
While a large number of apps of varying quality are

available in each category, most app categories have at

least one high-quality app (with an AppScript Score >75)
with key quality characteristics such as (1) exceptional

in 2017 year to date (YTD) alone as of August 14th
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(see Exhibit 18). Randomized controlled trials (RCTs)
and meta-analysis studies, which are favored by

those stakeholders making evidence-based medicine

cost savings are driven by reduced hospital admissions

healthcare institutions must at least recommend the

and ED visits, but given that some of the underlying

underlying solution to all of their target patients. While

studies also provided cost savings for ambulatory care,

each target patient was assumed to be offered the

Exhibit 22: Methodology Overview for Identifying Top Apps and Use Cases for Value

Methodology Overview for Identifying Top Apps and Use Cases for Value

57

Filter 1: High demand and/or potential for apps
• Institutions have added to their digital health formulary
• Top 10 conditions in terms of U.S. personal health expenditure
• Top 10 conditions in terms of inpatient admission

Use Cases

31

High Demand Use Cases
25 Top Apps
• Top Free &
Publicly
Available by
AppScript Score
• Top AppScript
Score Clinical
Rating

Filter 2: Availability of high-quality apps
• At least one generally high-quality app (AppScript Score >75)
• At least one positive observational study (AppScript Score
Clinical Rating > 65)

15

Filter 3: Near-term inﬂuence on costs (acute care utilization)
• At least one efﬁcacy study (observational or RCT)
demonstrating inﬂuence on acute care utilization (e.g. ED
visits or hospital admissions) or equivalence to an existing
intervention with proven acute care utilization implications

With High-Quality Apps

5

5 Top Use Cases
• Diabetes Prevention
• Diabetes
• Asthma

Use Cases
with Hard Value

• Pulmonary Rehabilitation
• Cardiac Rehabilitation

Sources: IQVIA AppScript Essentials, Aug 2017

Source: “The Growing Value of Digital Health: Evidence and Impact on Human Health and the Healthcare
System,” IQVIA Institute for Human Data Science, November 2017
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Intermountain goes Disney

meet their health and wellness needs and
expectations in all settings, whether in the
community or through primary and specialty
care journeys. The approach is holistic, with
‘consumers’ including patients, members,
caregivers, and other audiences. Just as in
other industries, Mabbutt sees opportunities
for consumerism to impact all aspects of the
Intermountain experience—everything from
access, navigation, and bedside interactions to
affordability, personalized care management,
e n d - to - e n d co m m u n i ca t i o n , a n d eve n
Intermountain’s value proposition as an
employer.

Kevan Mabbutt’s titles say it all. As chief
consumer officer and chief marketing
officer at Intermountain Healthcare he
directs the entire continuum of consumer
communications and engagement for the Salt
Lake City-based 22-hospital system with 185
clinics and an 800,000-member health plan
serving Utah and southeastern Idaho.
Mabbutt’s resume says it even louder that
Intermountain views digital health as a
consumerism platform. Prior to joining
Intermountain in August 2017 he worked in
media, entertainment, consumer experience
and marketing for Disney and the Discovery
Network (Discovery Channel, Animal Planet) in
Europe, the Middle East and Asia.

F r o m a d i g i t a l p e r s p e c t i ve , m u c h o f
Intermountain’s initial focus is on addressing
k n ow n p a i n p o i n t s . Co n s u m e r s d e s i r e
healthcare experiences that are as seamless,
transparent, empowering, and always-on as
they find in other aspects of their lives, like
shopping, entertainment, and travel. The
system has successfully deployed telehealth
and virtual care apps, and is developing
online scheduling, remote monitoring,
bi-directional communications, and other
digital experiences.

Digital tools are key to Intermountain
delivering on its mission to ‘help people live
the healthiest lives possible’ into the future,
notes Mabbutt. That said, the system’s
strategic focus on consumerism goes well
beyond digital. He is leading foundational
work to better understand Intermountain’s
consumers and how the system can best
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Mabbutt believes that, unlike in so many other
industries, consumer loyalty in healthcare is
often passive and based upon inertia. He sees
digital experiences as key to driving more active
relationships with Intermountain’s consumers,
both in wellness and ill-health. With digital
native generations, changing competition, and
other industries raising the experience bar,
consumer loyalty can no longer be assumed. It
has to be earned over and over, and Mabbutt
sees digital as key to being relevant and driving
preference in this new environment.

enable. Healthcare, health and wellness are
fundamental to the human experience. Digital
tools should be in service of them, and should
ideally have empathy and other human-like
qualities if we are to provide a seamless endto-end experience.”
Mabbutt sees danger in chasing shiny new
digital objects without first understanding
how they can truly meet consumer needs.
Intermountain does not aspire to be a
technology player or experience, but “It
nevertheless wants to provide the very best
digital experiences to help deliver the best
overall experience of care.
“Unless they meet needs, and can be
operationalized and integrated into a
seamless digital/human experience, digital
tools may just create new areas of friction
and frustration. And healthcare has plenty of
them already!” And let’s not forget the brand.
“Our experience is our brand, so any digital
tools must look and feel like they come from
the same place—Intermountain—so the brand
experience is consistent.”

Kevan Mabbutt, Chief Consumer Officer
& Chief Marketing Officer, Intermountain
Healthcare

Human marries digital

In many ways technology is the easy bit.
Operational change can be the bigger lift.
Given the innovation coming from hospitality,
finance and the Amazons and Googles of
the world, notes Mabbutt, “We need to be
very tuned into those sources. But you can’t
operate in a technology vacuum. You have to
engage clinical staff, map consumer needs and
clinician workflow and measure outcomes.”

“Intermountain needs to start with its
consumers. What are their needs, and what
progress do they want to make? Then let’s
figure out how we as providers can meet
them.” This goes beyond clinical care and
outcomes. “Safe, high quality clinical care is
a core expectation, but is increasingly seen as
‘table stakes’ by patients. The experience we
provide before, during, and after this care is
where we need to do much better if we really
going to meet those needs,” Mabbutt says.

Top down and bottom up

Intermountain’s consumer-centric digital
health strategy is both top down and bottom
up. Since Marc Harrison, MD, arrived as
Intermountain’s president and CEO in October
2016 consumerism has been front and center.
“We’re thinking through as a system what
end-to-end digital health looks like to the
consumer. We’re defining it and the road
map,” says Mabbutt.

In spite of the fact that everyone of us is one,
the word ‘consumer’ can seem cold and
corporate in healthcare systems used to talking
about patients. The same was true at Disney,
where the preferred term was ‘guest’, notes
Mabbutt. “We should not get caught up in the
semantics. ‘Patient’ itself is not always used
in a personalized way, for example when a
caregiver refers to ‘the oncology patient.’ Let’s
think about people, and the rest as labels.”

Digital health from the bottom up starts
by inventorying Intermountain’s existing
consumer-engagement framework to identify
gaps that can be filled by digital investment.
“As we move through the road map we’ve
focused on areas like enabling better access
and online scheduling. We already have robust

‘Digital’ can also carry baggage, and distract
from our core purpose in healthcare.
“What I don’t want is for digital tools to
define health,” Mabbutt asserts. “They
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telehealth stations and plan to deploy textbased notification so we can develop more of
a dialogue with consumers on their patient
journey,” he says.

don’t want to partner with so many that it’s
counterproductive to achieving our goal. We’ll
have a select number of partners. The patient
and consumer shouldn’t have to know that.
They should view it as a seamless experience,
with them at its center,” he says.

Key to the new model: the concept of a
“digital front door” so consumers immediately
feel “They know me” from any point of entry
to Intermountain’s system. That concept is
technology agnostic.

Conclusion: If we build it…

Urvi Shah, a leader in Deloitte’s virtual
health practice, says that healthcare
leaders increasingly began to recognize the
importance of customer-centric engagement
and accelerated transformational change.
“The healthcare industry is further along
in digital health than it was just three
years ago because it finally realized that
digitally engaging people in a way that was
meaningful to them is important.”

“While we’re developing a defined roadmap,
the reality is there’s no end point,” says
Mabbutt. “There will always be new technology.
This is the world in which we live. The roadmap
can’t be a straitjacket because so many factors
will change. So, we’re happy being a Cerner
shop but also want to work with the best digital
solutions providers. No single organization can
be our digital partner of choice. That said, we
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which is necessary for managing chronic
disease, population health and wellness.
That said, “We’re still not that agile. Testing
and failing forward is not something health
systems are accustomed to doing. There’s
still an infrastructure required to do digital
health and many health systems are investing
in that,” she says, adding, at the same
time opportunities for digital health are
broadening to include tools like virtual reality
to help treat anxiety and simulation systems
for patients and caregivers.

Urvi Shah, Leader, Virtual
Health, Deloitte
As has been the case in IT for decades, healthcare
is behind other industries in digital engagement
of consumers. “So, the early focus was on portals
and creating apps that were simply mobile
versions of portals. ‘If we build it they will come,’
was the driving principle,” she says.
“What really changed is healthcare leaders
now recognize people have a higher appetite
for engaging digitally in ways they find
meaningful,” says Shah. “The maturity path
has gone from ‘They need a portal,’ to ‘How
do we engage with customers outside the
walls of our facility.’” Traditional portals provide
information on your care as an extension of
traditional episodic care, but often lack the
perspective of the person’s health continuum,

“The question of digital health is: How can
we engage people in the way they want to
engage with us? It’s not an easy task. There
are so many channels that need to be
addressed—text, emails, phone calls, kiosks or
in-person visits. The more people recognize
this shift is happening, the more we can do
to ensure a consistent and reliable customer
experience, no matter the channel.”

DIGITAL HEALTH AND SOCIAL DETERMINANTS
“Consumer-focused digital health,” says Deloitte’s Shah, “allows us to meet customers
where they are. For instance, we understand that some low-income individuals struggle
to get to their appointments, which is problematic from both a clinical and an operational
standpoint. In this case, we can ask, ‘What digital tools do we have to solve this problem?’
A popular solution we are observing in today’s market is the launch of ridesharing services
to solve for transportation barriers. The outcomes associated with solutions such as Uber
Health and Lyft are mixed.”
The point: Don’t do digital for the sake of digital. You must first ask: What are we trying to
solve? How can digital tools enable us to do that?
“When you combine the social determinants of health with digital health, you have
to study the socioeconomic challenges. We could assume everybody has access to a
smartphone or iPad, but that is not necessarily true. Using the social determinants of
health you start with the end in mind for populations. In a rural area, for example, you
need high-speed internet for video conferencing, but that may not be feasible in some
areas—even if the demand exists.”
“Putting the customer’s needs and situation at the center of your design forces you to walk
in their shoes,” says Shah. “Did you ask your customer base what they want? Increasingly,
healthcare organizations are recognizing the importance of taking the extra step of
understanding what their customers want and value.”
While digital health changes the way healthcare organizations think, it isn’t anything new
when you look at consumer products, retail and even life-sciences companies. “There’s a
lot of precedent out there—which is why health systems are often bringing in executives
from outside of the industry to help drive this thinking and appraoch. The main thing for
healthcare organizations is the mind shift,” she says.
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DIGITAL HEALTH AND TOTAL COST OF HEALTHCARE
Deloitte’s Shah says applying digital-health tools to create value can fall into three
categories:
1. Some investments can produce a more traditional ROI. For example,
implementing digital tools around scheduling that allow for self scheduling,
dynamic waitlist management and reminders can help reduce no-shows as
well as keep productivity at higher levels.
Virtual health tools can help reduce the total cost of care. For example, for
high-risk pregnancies, women who can check their blood pressure and weight
through remotely monitored devices rather than going in for a visit can
maximize the patient or customer’s time, while also freeing up the provider to
see patients who need in-person care.
2. Intangible value exists through improving experience and increasing
stickiness with a health system or provider. While this may be more difficult to
quantify, studies have correlated improved experience measures to margin and
quality outcomes. You’re also creating a loyal customer base because they have
a great, consistent and reliable experience.
3. As more organizations are moving to risk-based contracts, considering digital
engagement methods to enhance prevention and chronic disease management
can help improve outcomes for the populations that organizations serve.
“That’s a huge benefit.”
Says Shah: “This is the future. What’s really important is that it’s a means to an end. We
can talk about digital capabilities all day long, but the important thing is that you’re
using digital health as a means to create greater access to care, deliver a consistent
experience and drive to better outcomes for your patients and customers.”
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Related Resources
Check out these 2018 SI Teleconferences at https://www.scottsdaleinstitute.org/
teleconferences/2018.asp (SI member login required):
July 12 “New Mobile Age: How Technology Will Extend the Healthspan and Optimize the
Lifespan”
May 31 “Using a Consumer-centric Strategy to Grow and Achieve ROI at Centura”
May 9 “Virtual Health: Creating an Enterprise Program for the Future”
May 2 “Clinical and Financial Benefits of Tele-ICU at Advocate”
April 4 “Digital Health: The Journey to Consumer Centricity”
March 20 “Virtual Assistants and Google Glass: Changing Lives of Clinicians and Patients
at Sutter Health”
Check out these Deloitte resources on digital and virtual health and the patient experience:
http://blogs.deloitte.com/centerforhealthsolutions/direct-himss17-customers-drivingtransformation-health-care-outside/
http://blogs.deloitte.com/centerforhealthsolutions/role-technology-patient-experience/
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/life-sciences-and-health-care/articles/hospitalspatient-experience.html
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/life-sciences-and-health-care/articles/patientcentered-care-and-experience-scores.html
Check out Jonathan Manis’ article “Let’s stop talking about digital disruption.”
https://www.beckershospitalreview.com/hospital-management-administration/let-s-stoptalking-about-digital-disruption.html
Check out Mark Hagland’s article “Is It Time To Totally Rethink the Concept of Patient
Engagement?” in Healthcare Informatics.
https://www.healthcare-informatics.com/blogs/mark-hagland/patient-engagement/
it-time-totally-rethink-concept-patient-engagement?
Check out Health Data Management’s list of Chief Innovation Officers.
https://www.healthdatamanagement.com/list/30-key-chief-innovation-officers-athealthcare-organizations#slide-1
Check out Health Data Management’s “20 best practices of top chief digital officers.”
https://www.healthdatamanagement.com/slideshow/20-best-practices-of-top-chiefdigital-officers
Check out “74% of healthcare execs want to automate patient experience solutions: 7 survey
insights.”
https://www.beckershospitalreview.com/patient-engagement/74-of-healthcare-execswant-to-automate-patient-experience-solutions-7-survey-insights.html
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